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Your best overlock partner
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THE ESSENTIAL 
OVERLOCK PARTNER

Ideal for an intermediate sewist, the elna 264 
Overlocker is the perfect companion machine.

With its many functions and a wide range of stitches 
in seven programmes, it has everything you need to 
achieve a perfect finish on all sorts of fabrics!

Compact and easy to operate, the elna 264 will 
meet all your needs and enable you to complete 
your creative ideas, while delivering flawless results. 
It will enable you to easily carry out all the steps of 
your sewing projects, by cutting, sewing together 
and oversewing in one operation.
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DIFFERENTIAL FEED 
ADJUSTMENT
The diff erential feed ensures 
perfectly even, wave-free seams 
with no puckering. 

4-THREAD OVERLOCK 
STITCH
This overlocker is capable of 
sewing all kinds of fabrics, no 
matter how stretchy. It helps 
you produce clothes that are 
designed to last. 

INSTANT ROLLED HEM 
DEVICE
No need to change the needle 
plate, simply push the lever to 
sew neat rolled hems. 

HIGH QUALITY RESULTS
Unlock your creativity with our 
seven stitch programmes and 
achieve a perfect fi nish on jersey, 
silk, voile, terry cloth and Lycra®.

For professional-looking results
With the elna 264 you can make your own clothes like a 
fashion professional by giving your sewing projects a perfect 
finish.
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elna 264
TECHNICAL FEATURES

Number of threads: 3/4
7 stitch programmes
Manual thread tension
Threading chart 
Colour-coded thread guides
Easily accessible lower looper
Instant rolled hem device
Easily retractable upper knife
Adjustable foot pressure
Clip-on presser feet
4 spool holders 
Built-in thread cutter
Thread guide telescopic antenna
Adjustable differential feed from 0.5 to 2.25
Adjustable stitch length from 1 to 4 mm
Adjustable cutting width from 3.1 to 7.3 mm
Maximum speed of 1’300 stitches/minute 

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Needle set, screwdriver large and small, tweezers, needle threader.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Blind stitch foot, taping attachment, cording foot A type and B type, 
beading and pearl foot, gathering foot, gathering foot guide, elastic 
gathering attachment, cloth guide, 1/8" and 3/16" pipping foot and 
needle threader.

STITCH PROGRAM

4-thread program: 4-thread overlock.
3-thread programs: 3-thread overlock (wide), 3-thread overlock 
(narrow), rolled hem, decorative overedge, picot edge, narrow hem.
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